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Overview
What is the EBRAINS‘ ambition?

What is EBRAINS?

• To accelerate the effort to
understand human brain
function and disease by
fostering collaborative brain
science
• Securing Europe’s leading
position in the dynamically
growing field of
multidisciplinary brain research
and its exploitation

• A new European distributed
digital Research Infrastructure
for brain and brain-inspired
research
• The EBRAINS RI provides tools
and services assisting scientists
in their research: collecting,
analysing, sharing and
integrating brain data, and
performing modeling and
simulation of brain function

Overview
What is the role of HBP in EBRAINS?

Where do I find EBRAINS?

• EBRAINS was launched by HBP
in 2019. HBP will continue to
develop tools and services in
EBRAINS until 2023
• The EBRAINS AISBL, a new legal
entity based in Brussels,
Belgium, is taking over as HBP
coordinator 2021-2023 and will
be the Central hub in future
EBRAINS operations in Europe

• The entry point to the EBRAINS
RI is the EBRAINS web portal:
https://ebrains.eu

Overview
Who can use the EBRAINS RI?

Why join EBRAINS as a member?

• Only tools and services that can
be used also by reseachers
external to HBP are included in
the EBRAINS RI
• Services fall in 3 categories:

• Life sciences has at least 13
infrastructures in Europe.
Neuroscience has none
• Neuroscience needs a large scale
Research Infrastructure,
demonstrating that the field can
stand out in the competition for
funding
• Define the directions of EBRAINS
and influence the future of
neuroscience in Europe

Open services (e.g.: Find data,
models, and software, General
support for services)
Access-controlled services: require an
EBRAINS account – researchers at
European Universities and research
institutions are prioritized for
accounts
Limited services: Deeper support for
use of services and access to
computing services – priority to
EBRAINS members

EBRAINS Nodes
EBRAINS AISBL
Central hub in
the distributed RI

Today: 7 institutions have
joined the EBRAINS AISBL
Next step: Long term
commitment from countries
(ESFRI Roadmap)
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Services available on the EBRAINS web portal
Data and
Knowledge

Atlases

Simulation

Brain-inspired
Technologies

Medical Data
Analytics

Community

Cellular Level Simulation
Feature Extraction
Hodgkin-Huxley Neuron Builder
Small Circuit in silico Experiments
Brain Area Simulation

* Neurorobotics

Share Data,
Models, and
Software

Multilevel
Human Brain
Atlas

Cellular Level
Simulation

Find Data,
Models, and
Software

Rat Brain Atlas

Network Level * Neuromorphic
Simulation
Computing

Platform

The Medical
Informatics
Platform

Collaboratory

Arbor
NeuroScheme
NeuroTessMesh
ViSimpl

Network level Simulation
NEST Simulator
NEST Desktop
NESTML

Mouse Brain
Atlas

Whole Brain
*
Level Simulation

Integrate Data in * Data Analysis *
Atlas Space
and Visualization
Analyse Data in *
Atlas Space

Future actions:
• More services (e.g. Intracranial
EEG database and Community
space)
• Improved services
• Improved presentation of
services (regular portal usability
testing)

Neuromorphic Computing
Neurorobotics Platform
Elephant

Whole Brain Simulation
The Virtual Brain

Data Analysis and VIsualization
Elephant
NEST Desktop
NeuroScheme
NeuroTessMesh
ViSimpl
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The multiple layers of the EBRAINS RI
Voucher programme
• Supporting the
infrastructure needs of
external projects
• > 40 projects from
Europe supported 2018 2022

High-Level Support Team
Search

Data &
metadata

Knowledge
Graph

Atlases &
Registration
tools

Base
infrastructure

Analytic
tools

Modeling
engines

Simulation
engines

Tools &
Services

New partners
through Open calls

Data

COMMUNITY

• Supporting all users of the
EBRAINS RI
• Sharing and publishing data
and models through the
EBRAINS Data and
Knowledge services
• Use of tools and workflows,
including Brain atlases,
Structural and Functional
analysis, Brain simulation,
Medical informatics, HPC
workflows, Neuromorphic
computing, Neurorobotics
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EBRAINS Service Categories

Data and Knowledge
FAIR data and models

Closed loop AI and
Neurorobotics

Brain Atlases

Medical Informatics

Brain Modeling and
Simulation

Interactive Workflows
on HPC and NMC systems

EBRAINS Share data service

EBRAINS Share data service
Key characteristics
• Comprehensive tools and services for shared
data and computational models
o Open to the research community
o Curation request procedure
o Accepted requests provided with
resources for curation and publishing of
datasets and models
o Options for journal authors / publishing
citable and licensed data on EBRAINS
linked to journal article
o Long term storage

Built around the EBRAINS Knowledge
Graph

EBRAINS Share data service
Key characteristics
• Comprehensive tools and services for shared
data and computational models
o Open to the research community
o Curation request procedure
o Accepted requests provided with
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datasets and models
o Options for journal authors / publishing
citable and licensed data on EBRAINS
linked to journal article
o Long term storage

Built around the EBRAINS Knowledge
Graph

EBRAINS Share data service
Making data FAIR

Curation

Knowledge
Graph

Integrated tools and
workflows

EBRAINS Find data service
Collections of data: How they can be found, accessed and used by the research community

Highly diverse content and
formats, few limitations for
the data contributor

Content sorted
according to MIME type
and associated
attributes

Content connected to
KG v.3 and openMINDS

Immediate access to
For many ResearchObjects:
viewers or analyses
Clicking on a RO in a
tools and the outputs
Datacard will launch the
produced.
appropriate application, and
"open" the RO. May
include analysis:
Advanced
an RO browser, which
shows Graph API / Jupyter
Knowledge
all the ROs in the KG
that
Hub
can be used with that
application.
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EBRAINS Find data service
Collections of data: How they can be found, accessed and used by the research community

Highly diverse content and
formats, few limitations for
the data contributor

Content sorted
according to MIME type
and associated
attributes

Content connected to
KG v.3 and openMINDS

Immediate access to
For many ResearchObjects:
viewers or analyses
Clicking on a RO in a
tools and the outputs
Datacard will launch the
produced.
appropriate application, and
"open" the RO. May
include analysis:
Advanced
an RO browser, which
shows Graph API / Jupyter
Knowledge
all the ROs in the KG
that
Hub
can be used with that
application.
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Examples of using data with EBRAINS services
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A key enabler to advance brain science

A view of the complexity of the human brain, revealing its fiber architecture of the internal capsule by means of 3D Polarized Light Imaging.
Nerve fibers are colored according to their spatial courses, and connect far-distant regions

March 2021
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The need for European Digital Brain Research
Infrastructure
EBRAINS is consolidating as the most advanced European ICT to be used for facing the challenge of
decoding the human brain and tackling societal challenges in a multidisciplinary manner.

Addressing a public health
priority

Accelerating research
through cutting-edge
technology and communitywide sharing of expertise

March 2021

Ensuring digital and
technological progress
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Towards EBRAINS

March 2021
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Enhancing the offering
Moving from tools to services, enabling re-use
and intuitive workflows.
Co-design. Where prepackaged services end and
the solution begins
Support for sensitive data. In support of Brain
Health and medical use-cases

March 2021

Translating the latest scientific discoveries into
innovation
EBRAINS is currently preparing its innovation strategy
that will serve the scientific and academic community
to help them further boost research in brain science,
combining neuroscience with modern ICT, and translate
that knowledge into medical and technological
progress and concrete implementation output,
benefiting patients and society.
Establishing a dialogue with key-industry players is

crucial.

March 2021
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Thank you!

https://ebrains.eu/
March 2021

